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When Anne Frahm discovered she had cancer tumor, it had already pass on from her breasts to her
shoulder, ribs, skull, and pelvic bone, and had eaten into every vertebrae in her backbone. She's been cancer-
free since. However, throughout the span of her disease the author persisted in researching the
connection between cancer and nourishment. She formulated a thorough battle strategy and within five
weeks of implementing it, her tumor disappeared with out a trace.Doctors prescribed the traditional
treatments of medical procedures, radiation, and chemotherapy, but Anne continued to sicken.As A Cancer
Battle Plantakes us along on Anne Frahm's journey of reclaiming her body and wellness, we learn:the
nutritional rebuilding process that will help us win the war against cancer;how to encourage and help
someone fight tumor;With a new introduction by the writer, A Cancer Battle Program is a riveting account
that has helped thousands and can be an invaluable nutritional program for anyone desperate to recover or
perpetuate their good health.how particular preventive measures may neutralize malignancy and other
degenerative diseases; andhow to keep a fighting spirit and keep maintaining morale.how to find a group of
doctors and specialists that will assist battle cancer most successfully;
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Anything from a natural perspective I love. I am studying to end up being an ND so ... I've read a huge
amount of cancer support books using nourishment and detox and this book does an excellent job
summarizing what options you have. I am learning to end up being an ND so this is a book I necessary for
school. i plan to buy more and present as gifts. i recommend this book for anybody going through a difficuilt
time in their live or friends and family. Just remember, your physician does not really have the last word on
whether you survive - he makes a medical diagnosis but you don't need to accept his prognosis. Acupuncture
or acupressure will be the only effective ways of correcting the imbalanced meridians. She just shared what
she do and how she achieved it. I purchased copies for my entire family for Christmas! Another hopeless
case helped I, as well, was a hopeless case.A VERY GOOD Purchase! Infrared Saunas are good for some
kinds of toxins, coffee enemas are better for others. this right now but so significantly it is sad and
encouraging I'm still scanning this right now but so far it is unfortunate and encouraging. I appeared for
all the areas I could find hope and believe me anyone identified as having a terminal disease requirements
hope. incomplete Despite many deficiencies I must say i liked the book since it got the picture as a whole
and had useful suggestions. I wouldn't state it holds all the answers, but I would definitely recommend this
book to anyone with a medical diagnosis of cancers. encouragement that there is truly lifestyle after
cancer. I did it just a little differently, but I have had two regular liver scans.t Fantastic, informative and

helpful book. Well written. Should you have lost someone to cancer .. Worth reading My husband was the
main one reading it and evidently I was learning a lot from it, as well. Well written. It's shifting me toward
a far more vegetarian diet plan and a far greater understanding of the sources of degenerative disease.
When you have lost you to definitely cancer, especially lately, this book are certain to get your attention..
I'll recommend this to everyone who provides or has already established cancer.. Great Preventative Plan as
Well! This is a fantastic book which can be read in 1 evening. Gave to a like one,,, Great info,,,, Gave this
book to a appreciate a single fighting this dreadful mess, Five Stars just as advertized Five Stars I love the
simplicity of the book! Anything from an all natural perspective I like. . Great information and very
practical.. A pal suggested this publication and it gave me hope.I believe it would be great for you to read it
and learn because I know these practices work! Must read! The 1st was all marked up and espresso
stained from me reading it therefore very much!ive changed my diet plan before but scanning this book
makes me wanna adhere to that program and im attempting very difficult to do just that.! Diagnosed with
breast tumor to the liver almost two years ago.! I did so not follow everything in the book but I could see
that diet plan and the disease fighting capability was going to be an intergral part of my treatment.It
doesn't mention a minimal carbohydrate (ketogenic) diet that prevents the malignancy from growing.
However the book will not mention that when there is emotional shock from the death of a loved one as
the reason for cancer you have to treat the imbalanced meridians that lock the psychological trauma in the
body. And that depriving the tumor of glucose and carbohydrates that convert to sugars will halt the
tumors growth. That is very important for a holistic approach such as this book recommends since it takes
time to detoxify your body. A ketogenic diet slows or stops the development of the tumor therefore one
has the required time to detox. I have another one from the same author regarding health and really like
that one As a breast malignancy survivor i visit a lot of . There is normally compelling evidence provided by
Seyfield in Cancer tumor as A Metabolic Disease that sugar and carbohydrates are responsible for the rapid
development of cancers. It is full of wish &The book is good for people who want to cope with cancer in a
holistic manner but cant spend the money for big alternative cancer clinics.Not enough approximately the
toxins that trigger cancers and how to deal with them either. I was told I would live 6 month with no

treatment and might extend my life 2 yrs with treatment but that the cancer would never disappear
completely. Was it pesticides, dioxanes from sunscreens or cosmetics, underarm deodorants containing
lightweight aluminum? What caused your malignancy? Treat the cause. Great book! Very informative! A
MUST READ Very informative book! This is my second copy. i've also reached observe how our diet has a



very important role in our lives. I recommend it.We haven't finished reading everything ye. i will add more as
i full the book.! I have another one from the same author regarding health insurance and really like that
this one was something special.I especially liked the debate of emotional and spiritual elements in cancer... As
a breast cancer survivor i see a lot of things i can do as I am in remission. It is definitely a page turner! I
did do conventional therapy in addition to natural therapy and diet plan, focusing on building up the disease
fighting capability.
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